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How can you discover more than the typical travel guides will tell you? How
can you do a lot of traveling with only 25 days of vacation a year? And how
to find all those unique spots? It was questions like these that made us,
Annemarie and Mirjam, launch Ik wil meer reizen! (meaning: I want to travel
more) in 2014. As cousins with a passion for travel we were asked these
same questions by people around us and decided to make it our mission to
enable everyone to get the most out of their (travel) life by literally
expanding their horizons. 
 
Ik wil meer reizen! offers everyone the tools to not only dream about this,
but to take action. We inspire by suggesting beautiful and sometimes
surprising destinations and travel routes, offer advice on travel gear, share
clever travel tips and allow readers to feel the travel vibe when traveling as
well as after they return home. Ikwilmeerreizen.nl and our social media
channels have already inspired many Dutch and Belgian travelers. In 2018
alone, our website had over one million unique visitors! We expect to break
this record again in 2019 and head towards 1.5 million unique visitors. This
means Ik wil meer reizen! has become one of the largest travel blogs in the
Netherlands and Belgium. 
 
Do you want to reach all these adventurous travelers through collaborating?
We would love to set up an original, targeted campaign for you!

Annemarie & Mirjam

This is how a collaboration with Ik wil meer reizen! works

ADVENTURERS WORLD TRAVELERSFLASHPACKERS

CITY TRIPPERS SOLO TRAVELERSTRAIN TRAVELERS

OUTDOOR LOVERS ROAD TRIPPERSGROUP TRAVELERS

Extensive, high-quality, substantive content
Expert in storytelling
Leading travel blog in the Netherlands and Belgium
Large and effective reach through Google search and social
Commitment to reach and measurable outcomes

 
 

When we see a match between Ik wil meer reizen! and your brand we
set up a content plan with a few options. It states exactly through which
channels and in what way we expect to bring your brand to the
attention of our readers, in line with the specified targets. We will also
give an indication of the reach and tell you what the campaign will cost.

Our background in marketing means we understand that campaigns
should be result driven and measurable first and foremost. That’s why
the content plan is based on the campaign targets we have set. Once the
content plan is clear, we will also set the targets for reach. This makes
the campaign measurable.

We will get to work creating beautiful, strong content for you. We do
this based in the Netherlands or on location. Text and image are
provided by us (unless otherwise agreed) and will therefore always be
unique.

Following approval, the content will be published on the
channels agreed upon earlier. We will monitor whether the
targets for reach are being met and will provide and extra boost
or channel if the set targets are not being met. Want to improve
your reach? Additional boosting is always possible against
payment!

A month after finishing the campaign we present the results in a
clear, printable results sheet. You can then share this with your
manager, client or team.

CONTENT PLAN

MEASURABLE TARGETS

CONTENT CREATION

PUBLICATION

RESULT SHEET

Why choose Ik wil meer reizen?
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What is your campaign goal?

Increase brand awareness Promotion of a product/service 
or accommodation

Customized campaign

promote a destination

As one of the top 10 travel blogs in the Netherlands and Belgium, Ik wil
meer reizen! offers the possibility to reach a large travel audience. It’s the
perfect way to increase your brand awareness amongst travelers! Because
power of repetition and cross-media visibility are the key to increasing
brand awareness, we offer campaigns that reach our readers and followers
in different ways through multiple channels. A cross-media campaign such
as this ensures repeated visibility over a period of time, allowing you to
reach a large audience and also ensures that travelers end up remembering
your brand!

The effectiveness of destination marketing through Ik wil meer reizen! is
reflected in the large amounts of accommodations, tours, trips and flight
tickets booked every day through links in our content. We take commissions
to create editorials about destinations at home and abroad. We also
frequently travel to destinations ourselves to create elaborate, powerful
content live. We do this through storytelling on Instagram and through
writing unique and high-quality destination articles on our website. This
multi-channel content attracts a lot of attention to the destination and has
proven to really place it on the map. If you want your destination to receive
this kind of exposure too, this is possible through an individual or group press
trip.

Are you looking for a more elaborate campaign than the suggested
packages or an annual plan? Or do you have an idea on how to
connect your brand to Ik wil meer reizen!? We would be happy to
make a customized proposal based on your budget and goals! Our
marketing communication background enables us to make a fitting
proposal like no other, with measurable results. We can also help
set up a full promotional campaign in collaboration with other
travel bloggers.

By linking your product, service or accommodation to relevant
content on Ikwilmeerreizen.nl you will be bringing it to the
attention of a large travel audience in a natural manner. This may
be in the form of a review or an article about a specific subject
that mentions your product, service or accommodation.
Together, we will decide which content best fits your goal. We
will then set out to produce and publish elaborate, unique
content for you!

Article on Ikwilmeerreizen.nl (including a link to your website), includes
cross-posting to Facebook with mention of brand in post.
1 month banner in one category (+/- 50 articles)
1 Instagram story (3 slides incl. link to blog post, tag & hashtags)

 
 

Destination article on Ikwilmeerreizen.nl (800 – 1,500 words) incl. cross-
posting to Facebook

 
 

Destination article on Ikwilmeerreizen.nl (800 – 1,500 words) incl. cross-
posting to Facebook and Instagram
1 Instagram story (3 slides incl. link to blogpost, tag & hashtags)

 
 

Destination article on Ikwilmeerreizen.nl (1.000 – 2,500 words) (for press
trips longer than 4 days, 2 articles) incl. cross-posting to Facebook and
Instagram
1 Instagram story per day of 5-10 slides, incl. hashtags, tags, geotags
1-2 Instagram photos per day, incl. hashtags, tags, geotags
5 HR photos, free to use with mention of name (per photo extra: € 150,-,
royalty free)

 
 

Article on Ikwilmeerreizen.nl (including a link to your website), includes
cross-posting to Facebook with mention of brand in post 
Inclusion in 5 existing articles on ikwilmeerreizen.nl with a paragraph of
text and a link, including cross-posting of articles to Facebook
1 month banner in three categories (+/- 150 articles)
2 Instagram stories (2x 3 slides incl. link to blog post, tag & hashtags)
1 Instagram photo

New article on Ikwilmeerreizen.nl (e.g. review)* with link,
including cross-posting of article to Facebook

Inclusion in existing article on Ikwilmeerreizen.nl with a
paragraph of text and link, including cross-posting of article to
Facebook

New article on Ikwilmeerreizen.nl (e.g. review)* with link,
including cross-posting of article to Facebook and Instagram
Inclusion in existing article on ikwilmeerreizen.nl with
paragraph of text and link incl. cross-posting article on
Facebook
1 Instagram story (3 slides incl. link to blogpost, tag & hashtags)
1 Instagram photo

MEDIUM REACH: 45.000 VIEWS

EDITORIAL BASIC

EDITORIAL EXTRA

MULTI-DAY PRESS TRIP:
CONTENT CREATION ON LOCATION

INCLUSION IN AN EXISTING ARTICLE

LARGE REACH: 100.000 VIEWS REVIEW / ARTICLE

CAMPAIGN

€ 3500,-

€ 1250,-

€ 650,-

€ 900,-

€ 500,-
PER DAY

€ 250,-

€ 650,-

€ 1350,-

BANNER CAMPAIGN € 350,-

All articles on ikwilmeerreizen.nl contain a prominent place for a
banner position within the text. Our content is organized into
categories; each category contains around 50 articles. It’s possible
to purchase a banner position in one or several categories for one
or several months. This costs € 350 per month, per category. In
the case of multiple categories (3+) or a longer time period, a
discounted rate applies. The size of the banner is 728 x 90 px
(desktop) and 300 x 300 px (mobile). 
 
It’s also possible to purchase a campaign at other banner positions
on Ikwilmeerreizen.nl on the basis of CPM. Please contact Webads
about this at +31 (0)20 62 616 34.

PER MONTH
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Subject to changes and typing errors. All of the links mentioned are on a no-follow basis, 1-year placement, unless we agree otherwise via email.

*Articles are written/edited by Ik wil meer reizen! and have a minimum length of 750
words

Want to increase your reach? Ask about a customized campaign!


